
▪ Bunker

The CSB Euroline receiving hoppers can be 

built in di� erent con� gurations. 

Indentations at entrance and exit are 

possible to increase the capacity. 

The hopper is equipped with a soft bunker � oor 

(100% potato-friendly) with increased takeout 

e� ect. The bunker � oor is driven electro-hydraulically, 

which has the advantage of a high pull force, also at 

low speeds.

▪ Cleaning unit

The cleaning units of the AVR receiving hoppers 

have a keen design, they are mounted in a hanging 

way behind the hopper. This avoids dirt on the 

frame of the rollers, so the inclination and position 

are always adjustable. The distance in between the 

cleaning rollers is hand-hydraulically adjustable. 

Di� erent types of rollers are available, as is a pre-

grading unit.

▪ Cross conveyors

Left, right, up, down, forward, backward… the 

conveyors mounted under the roller unit(s) are 

adjustable in every direction. In that way an ideal 

� ow to the next machine in the storage line can 

always be adjusted with minimal drop heights and 

guaranteed product quality!

AVR CSB Euroline - series
Receiving Hoppers

The practical and multifunctional CSB Euroline receiving hoppers made reputation in the market as extremely 
reliable. The di� erent possibilities for con� guration of this machine and the numerous options, make this the 
ideal machine for middle to big potato (processing) companies.
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Bunker � oor with increased takeout e� ect

CSB 700/840-E

CSB 755/855-E

CSB 1050/1200-E

CSB 1455/1655-E

Technical Speci� cations

CSB Type: 700 840 755 855 1050 1200 1455 1655

Bottom width (m) 2,00 2,40 2,00 2,40 2,00 2,40 2,00 2,40

Contents (m³) 10,00 11,00 11,00 12,50 13,00 15,50 14,00 17,00

Bottom lenght (m) 3,50 3,50 4,10 4,10 5,00 5,00 5,60 5,60


